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About This Game

This is a game with features that are more girl-appealing. Gameplay is like an fascinating novel, in which your choices will
influence all, including all different endings.

＜Storyline＞
Long long ago, under the reign lf a demon, a village disappeared from earth.

This is the incident called 『Red Tragedy――＜Crimson・Flame＞』. A survivor called Ella, though tortured the heartbreaking
memories, still tries to make a living.

One day while she was out working, she got lost, both physically and mentally. The memories once again got the best of her.
While she tried to calm herself, a injured boy and a demon with black wings appeared.

'Your dream shall come true once more!'
A reunion after 10 years, Ella's fate had utterly changed.

Main Characters：
Ella

Sole survivor of the notorious 『Red Tragedy――＜Crimson・Flame＞』 incident.
After the incident, she lived in a suburban shelter.

Though she was alone, her heart was bathed in sunshine.
She was a friend of father Raphael.

She was working hard to rebuild the forgotten town...?
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The boy who suddenly showed up at Ella's feet.
An exorcist whose hatred towards Iruley the Archdemon so much so that he planned his revenge for too long.

Calm, serious and always concise with words.
Carried 2 swords, a gold one and a silver one.

Iruley Kollernaam
Hunted dying Noin to Ella's feet.

A demon, who is usially called 'Demon with a crown'.
Injured persuing Noin, and got interested with the girl taking care of her.

After knowing she was the sole survivor, things got interesting. Maybe there's a story deeply buried...?

Raphael Jerry
Intern father working at local church.

Slightly older thab Ella, and cared for her since she was a child.
Always smiling, he's as gentle as man can get.

The game is localized by  Lofty Ambition Localization Studios.
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Title: Sacrament
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MagicHouse
Publisher:
Paradise Project
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018
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Strawberry Vinegar Full Review
This VN is about a 9 year old girl Rie who meets a \u201cdemon\u201d Licia who is about the same as her age and yes,
she is also from a place called \u201cHell\u201d. The demon says to stay at her home for 6 days (as apparently there is
only 6 days in hell, not 7). They both get to know each other, first they start to hate each other, but later in the VN, they
start to love each other and show affection to each other. I mean, it even gets to the point where you think a Yuri scene
is about to pop up any moment\u2026.I mean there are some that do, so don\u2019t be disappointed (I definitely
bought this for the plot, right?)

Graphics: 9\/10
If you have read the Visual Novels\u2019 Asphyxia and\/or The Sad Story of Emmeline Burns you might be familiar
with the graphics, as they are made by the same people. The artwork really shows bright images of the girls and the
environment they\u2019re in, they did a great job in terms of the visuals in this novel. The drawing of the girls
doesn\u2019t really follow the same \u201canime-like\u201d appearance as other VNs, which felt unique in its own
way, but it also felt \u201cout of place\u201d for me as I wasn\u2019t quite used to it at the beginning.

But overall it delivers a nice artwork for the characters and the environment, great job on this one.

Storyline: 8\/10
I have already mentioned some of it above. But in terms of \u201cin depth story\u201d it doesn\u2019t go far and long,
in fact this VN has really fast pacing and really quick character development, so if you wanted a long, in depth story
VN, sadly this is not for you. But for the others, it delivers a nice empathises on both of the girls as they go on about
their day. Also, to mention Rie made her first friend EVER! In her life, that is of course the demon she met, who broke
into her home and started eating cookies\u2026well, I guess you can also make friends that way huh, who
would\u2019ve thought.

Overall, the novel shows us a story of two girls who show love and affection to each other as the VN progresses on and
it portrays their everyday life and show their own personal character development.

Sound: 4\/10
Nothing of the amazing to hear in this novel, there is only ever so many soundtracks until you start hearing the same
ones that you heard 2-3 scenes ago. However, some are really nicely done, but I wouldn\u2019t say all of them are of
\u201chigh quality\u201d though. Some of the soundtracks don\u2019t even fit particular scenes, but eh, what can you
do?

Overall, the soundtrack is quite a let-down. It doesn\u2019t offer much for the reader as some don\u2019t even match
the scene.

Gameplay: 9\/10
The VN offers the basic options in the menu which could alterate your VN experience. It at least has the SHIFT + TAB
overlay support which I really liked, but it only worked when you had a high enough frame rate (Between 30-60 FPS),
otherwise it wouldn\u2019t function, or sometimes it would work, but it would lag the game or lag the overlay.

Overall, it only offers basic options and gameplay aspects. But this is enough for this kind of VN.

Price: 10\/10
At \u00a36.99 this is a great price for this VN. Any higher than \u00a310 would not have been worth buying at all. This
is great to see as many VNs of this length are overpriced despite offering the same features, I\u2019ll give this VN full
marks here.
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Overall at the price, you get what you pay for, it\u2019s not too low or too high. This is a great price point for this VN.

Conclusion
It is a decent VN with good artworks and a taste of Yuri. That is all I can say for that one. I can only recommend the
VN if you are into fast paced stories, cute girls and VNs in general. This is NOT for the \u201cserious\u201d reader if
you know what I mean.
. What has my life become?. This really is worth buying!. Loving the game...Not so much the strat guide in miirocle
caves. Definately recommend game. It's a tough as nails shmup done in the aesthetics of R-Type (ZX Spectrum
version). It has tons of little short levels that make you swear (in a good way). You will die a lot, but each and every
level is achievable. One for the retro fans, for sure, but shmup fans should give this a chance beyond a cursory glance.
It has some really great levels.. Destiny but 2D. This game is fun but with some glaring isues like having to restart the
entire planet when dying.
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Game is fun to play and is interesting. However mission 5 is bugged. I have completed it a few times and bombed the the rail
yard but once I land and end the mission I can't select the end mission tab. I can click it over and over again but it never
advances. It is getting old flying the sames missions over and over again. I searched online and there is nothing on how to fix this
issue.. The real person full motion videos are my favorite parts of this game. Reminds me of late 90's nostalgia.

As of this review I am still completing the game and It's actually pretty decent. The puzzles are good, challenging, and for the
most part unique. Very surprised with this game. The little extra things to find is a nice touch as well.

Great job to everyone who was involved in making this. I tip my hat to y'all.. Worthless, just plug an HDMI cable directly
between your PC and HDTV for better results.. The game's good. The prices are kinda steep for the different block packs, but
it's pretty great. It's got that old, Quakey, Doomy feel to it. I'd suggest you see if you can get the block packs at a cheaper price,
if possible though. Otherwise, you can make-do with pretty much what the free piece gives you.. It's cute but really, really
casual. I can't play it longer than a few minutes. The graphics are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all that spectacular, but
it gets the job done. The goal is to guide your character (in a teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying to collect as many
sugarcubes and stickers as you can, and, at the same time, avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the difficulty ramps a bit up
later on.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Early Access Review
Well done! Very excited to see what the dev does with this game. 9\/10 first look score.
Pros:
Ice Witch (character played) Seems well balanced! Hard to come by these days. Games that seem fairly balanced at least.
Enemies are very creative and are distinct. Enjoyed learning their traits and how to fight them.
Item upgrading is progressive and well paced.
Abilities were fun to level and combined nicely with each other AND with item ability procs.

Cons:
Being a grinder, I felt I should be able to return to previously visited levels. Not the case (yet?).
Certain elements of levels seemed unneccesary. I was able to sit in a corner if I felt like it, game didn't really force me to
use\/dodge elements of the environment.
Ability tooltips are a must.

Suggestions for the developer:
Interactive items on levels (explosive barrels, buttons that activate level things when YOU hit them, etc.)
Items that grant set bonuses
Jump height being a stat, make high jump accessible only areas
Secret cubbies on levels with chest\/loot\/health\/etc.
Through this dev phase can we please new game+ toons or something >:O

There's always more things to suggest, but that's all I've got for now. I am glad I pre-purchased into this game, If you're on the
fence on it and you can afford the $14, my vote would be to do it.

TL:DR - Worth donating to the cause, games got it goin' on.. It's a nice simulating football game and they have more leagues
than FIFA and PES :D. My gaming instincts knew right away when I found this game this morning on Steam that it was well
worth the super small asking price.. and my instincts were confirmed once I played it!

Watch my "First Play on Launch Day" video for this game right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lK4OE3iPlzQ&feature=youtu.be

This game offers outstanding music, mesmerizing graphics and colorful effects as well as super simple and smooth controls that
all added up to a whopping 98% score from me! Well worth your money and time, this game oozes both heart and quality at a
super low price tag!

..I can't recommend this game enough! Love it, Love it, Love it!
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